
How to zoom

The Inside story: Karen Bradley



breathe

• Breathe:

We are all in a fear-filled environment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6FGTHm6R4pc

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=6FGTHm6R4pc


Zoom accounts

• The free version is for 40 minutes (except K-12 is apparently getting to have a free full hour)

• 40 minutes is annoying and you will lose students

• It’s worth it to pay monthly and you get a little more cloud space and up to 100 participants.

• Zoom has some sales going on. Take advantage.



Setting Up
• https://www.zoom.us/meeting

• My Account

• Difference between Meetings and Webinars

• Consider time zones

• Calling in

• Don’t require a meeting password: click to remove

• Video: on for both

• Audio: Both enabled

• Check your own settings! Computer AND Zoom: https://www.zoom.us/profile/setting

https://www.zoom.us/meeting
https://www.zoom.us/profile/setting


Views

• Gallery View vs. Speaker view: where and why

• (in Webinar, can’t do Gallery View)

• Group photo in meetings/gallery view

• Dancing together: audio/video mismatch

• Giving Feedback: you will need to do followup



Screen sharing: 2 steps



Recording and Saving and Distributing

• First of all, GET PERMISSION TO RECORD

• Record when students are there and you know who is and who is not there

• Decide if you are recording to the Cloud (comes with Zoom up to a point) or to your computer. The 
files are large!

• UPLOAD the videos but make them private! Vimeo or YouTube or your organization’s website or 
collaborative space

• Send out the link to your students.



This is a Performance and the audience is with you in the space

• Lighting

• Setting

• Clothing

• WarmUp

• Your voice!

• It’s a different pedagogy: We have to understand the low tolerance for complexity, keep it simple



And You are building community

• Safe space first

• Engage in inquiry

• Build the class with them

• Listen, listen, listen



The good and the bad: First, the Bad

• Bandwidth and pacing issues

• Audio and video mismatches

• Freezing

• Students unable to hear: calling in/Mute

• Send video links and tell them to mute and watch while listening to you. Give time stamps.



The Good

• Value to your teaching:  Because clarity and specificity is essential, there are lessons to be learned 
about giving instruction in vivo.

• You will be a more attentive and thoughtful teacher (even more so than you are now!)

• Value to the learners:  They will (necessarily) develop agency about their learning.

• They will find their own creative resilience.

• BUT: some will be lost.  FIND THEM.  Seriously, don’t sweat the privacy concerns, the strict boundaries 
if students go missing. They need your help.  Share phone numbers and emails. Help them let you 
know what is going on.



Assessment of learning
• Zoom is collaborative learning, first. 

• Let go of control expectations

• Give them the agency to reflect on their experience and demonstrate learning: through writing or videos they submit

• If you try to make this into a typical studio class, you will be frustrated.

• Figure out how to develop progress and increments based on what they already know

• Focus on elements and applications

• Open the space for discussions and feedback

• Find out what works for them
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Calm recuperation, nourish your self

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7XOlzxOZ_yE&

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTlKzkdtW9I

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=7XOlzxOZ_yE&
https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=FTlKzkdtW9I

